dynamic social formations of pedestrian groups navigating and using public transportation in a virtual city. The new approach improves the realism of the simulation of social groups evolving in virtual worlds with several interesting features (slot-locking, an optimized ray casting technique, pal social gestures, a new formation adjustment algorithm, and others).
The third paper, "Real-time EEG-based Emotion Monitoring Using Stable Features", by Zirui Lan, Olga Sourina, Lipo Wang and Yisi Liu, proposes a novel real-time subjectdependent algorithm with more stable features for integration of human emotion recognition algorithms based on electroencephalogram (EEG) signals within human-computer interfaces without re-training. The algorithm was tested on five subjects with four emotions induced and two EEG sessions per day during eight consecutive days. It was also integrated with real-time applications "Emotional Avatar" and "Twin Girls".
The fourth paper "CUDA-Based Realtime Hand Gestures Interaction and Volume Data Visualization Using Leap Motion", by Junchen Shen, Yanlin Luo, Zhongke Wu, Yun Tian, QingQiong Deng and Mingquan Zhou, proposes a touchless interaction technique for volume visualization by using the Leap Motion sensor. The system is based on a set of natural gestures for unimanual and bimanual interaction with different tools to perform tasks in real world-like way. Comparative experiments with other existing techniques were conducted. They show that this method (especially the designed bimanual interaction) has a better performance with less completion time.
The fifth paper, "Animated Visualization of SpatialTemporal Trajectory Data for Air-Traffic Analysis", by Stefan Buschmann, Matthias Trapp and Jürgen Döllner, presents a technique for real-time animated visualization of massive trajectory data with applications to air-traffic analy-sis that enables interactive spatial-temporal filtering, generic mapping of trajectory attributes to geometric representations and appearance, and real-time rendering features. As a general-purpose visualization technique, it can be useful in many applications involving traffic movement data, georeferenced networks, or spatial-temporal data.
The sixth paper, "Example-Based Caricature Generation with Exaggeration Control", by Wei Yang, Masahiro Toyoura, Jiayi Xu and Xiaoyang Mao, proposes a new examplebased automatic caricature generation system supporting the exaggeration of both the shape of facial components and the spatial relationships among such components, capturing the prominent features of the subjects.
The seventh paper "Applying Clonal Selection Theory to Data Fitting with Rational Bezier Curves", by Andrés Iglesias, Akemi Gálvez and Andreina Avila, proposes a new hybrid strategy for data fitting through rational Bézier curves. The approach is based on the hybridization of a previous technique based on artificial immune systems for global optimization of the least-squares objective function and the mesh adaptive search algorithm for local refinement of the best solution. The experimental results show that this new approach outperforms the previous one by orders of magnitude on a benchmark of 27 instances.
The eighth and last paper, "EnergyViz: An Interactive System for Visualization of Energy Systems", by Haleh Alemasoom, Faramarz Samavati, John Brosz and David Layzell, introduces EnergyViz, a visualization system that integrates several visualization techniques (including flow diagram representation to show energy flow, 3D interaction with low diagrams, and some features for simultaneous exploration of spatial and abstract information) with an interface for exploring time-varying, multi-attribute and spatial properties of a particular energy system. The system can be used by the public and policy makers to analyze energy-related issues for green environment and sustainable energy.
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